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Abstract: As technology scales, increasing clock rates, decreasing interconnect pitch and the intro-
duction of low-k dielectrics have made self-heating of the global interconnects an important issue
in VLSI design. Further, high bus temperatures have had a negative impact on the delay and
reliability of on-chip interconnects. Energy and thermal models are used to characterise the
effects of self-heating on the temperature of on-chip interconnects. The results obtained show
that self-heating of on-chip buses contribute significantly to the temperature of the bus, which
increases as technology scales, motivating the need to find solutions to mitigate this effect. The
theoretical analysis performed shows that spreading switching activities among all bus lines can
effectively reduce the peak temperature of the on-chip bus. Based on this observation, a thermal
spreading encoding scheme for on-chip buses is proposed to tackle the thermal issue. The
results obtained show that this approach is very effective in reducing the transient peak temperature
among bus lines, with much less overhead compared with other low-power encoding schemes. This
technique can then be combined with low-power encoding schemes to further reduce the on-chip
bus temperature.
1 Introduction

On-chip bus power consumption has become an important
part of the overall system’s power consumption, as tech-
nology scales. For example recent research on the power
breakdown of a commercial chip, the ARM946ES, has
demonstrated that the power consumption of the on-chip
bus is comparable to other primary sources of power con-
sumption, such as embedded processors and caches [1].
Consequently, a considerable amount of energy is con-
sumed by the on-chip communication between memories
and the processor [2, 3]. More specifically, the instruction
bus has become a major source of power consumption for
on-chip communication because of the frequency of
access and the long distance between the processor and
the memories [4].
Becoming more of a concern in sub-micron technologies

has been the increasing temperature of the on-chip intercon-
nects. This is due to an increase in power consumption and,
as a result, heat dissipation, causing an increase in the
interconnect temperature. Technology scaling further
exacerbates the temperature of the on-chip interconnect
because it leads to increasing clock rates, decreasing inter-
connect pitch, the introduction of low-k dielectric materials
(which have low thermal conductivity) and an increasing
number of interconnect levels [5]. For example the global
interconnects, such as the clock network and the system
bus, consume fairly large amounts of power because of
the amount of switching activity. In addition, the low
thermal conductivity materials that separate the intercon-
nects from the heat sink make it very difficult to remove
the heat generated in these interconnects, leading to a
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significant rise in on-chip bus temperatures [6].
Furthermore, it has been shown that these effects can lead
to interconnect temperatures as high as 90 8C [7].
These increasingly high temperatures have a dramatic

impact on interconnect performance and reliability [5, 8].
Temperature variations and hotspots in the interconnects
can cause timing violations [7] at run-time. Electromigration
(EM), an effect where ions gradually migrate, is signifi-
cantly accelerated at high temperatures, reducing the inter-
connect’s reliability [5]. Electrical failures, which directly
result from thermal variations (’50%), also begin to
increase [7] as a result of higher bus temperatures. These
effects become significantly more important as technology
scales into the nanometer regime, where the delay due to
the global interconnect is also becoming a major component
of the total delay [6]. Therefore it is becoming more import-
ant than ever to minimise the interconnect temperature in
order to overcome these effects.
On-chip buses, in particular, suffer from self-heating

caused by power consumption of the on-chip bus lines
themselves. The self-heating is a phenomenon in which an
increase in interconnect temperature is caused by the heat
generated due to power dissipation in the interconnects,
which cannot be easily dissipated through the underlying
layers [5]. Many bus encoding techniques [4, 9–12] have
been proposed to reduce the power consumption in the
bus. However, in general, many low-power encoding tech-
niques have insufficient impact on the temperature
because they do not directly address the spatial and
temporal behaviour of the operating temperature.
In this paper, we first characterise the thermal impact of

the on-chip buses based on the bus energy and thermal
models and then propose an irredundant bus encoding
scheme to spread the switching activities among all bus
lines, which can effectively reduce the transient peak
temperature of on-chip buses. The spread encoding is
very effective and can be combined with existing
low-power encoding techniques to further reduce the bus
temperature.
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The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2
reviews related work. Section 3 describes the power and
thermal model of on-chip buses and shows the impact of
technology scaling on the on-chip temperature. Section 4
shows theoretical analysis to mitigate the thermal impact
and gives details of our bus encoding scheme to minimise
bus temperature and experimental results are presented in
Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related work

The work related to this paper can be divided into two parts:
low-power bus encoding techniques and thermal modelling,
analysis and optimisation for interconnects.
Many techniques have been proposed to reduce the power

consumption of buses. A number of techniques exploit the
spatial locality and temporal locality of the address buses
to reduce power consumption and reduce the switching
activities on the bus. For example the T0 code [9] exploits
the property that the address lines are typically in incremen-
tal mode and an extra address line is used to indicate this
fact. T0CAC [11] is an irredundant bus encoding method
that combines an adaptive code book with an extension of
the T0 code [9] that eliminates the redundant bit [13].
These techniques are very effective to take advantage of
the locality of the instruction address buses, however,
these approaches heavily rely on the regularity of address
buses and cannot be applied to the instruction bus since
bits transferred in an instruction bus are highly irregular.
Another technique, the bus-invert code [10], toggles the
polarity of the signals according to the Hamming distance
(the number of differing bits) between two consecutive
address values by using an additional line on the bus.
However, the increase of the bus width reduces the effect-
iveness of the bus-invert method. Stan and Burleson
extended the bus-invert encoding scheme by combining
transition signalling and limited weighted codes [14]. In
this approach, an extra bus transaction is inserted for each
time frame to reduce peak switching activity of the bus
[15]. Recently Petrov and Orailoglu [4] proposed a low-
power encoding framework for embedded processor
instruction buses, using efficient instruction transformations
to minimise the bit transitions on the instruction bus lines.
Other extensions to the bus-inverting coding scheme
reduce the coupling transition activity, but these techniques
are more complex and their applications are relatively
limited [16]. Lv [12] proposed an adaptive dictionary
encoding method for data buses within systems-on-chip
(SOC) by exploiting the high correlations of transitional
activities between adjacent data bus lines. Victor and
Keutzer [17] proposed self-shielding codes which eliminate
the worst-case crosstalk. Khan et al. [18] described a
coupled crosstalk and power optimisation methodology
for eliminating worst-case crosstalk and reducing power
using spatially redundant light-weighted coding (LWC).
However, spatial and temporal redundant bus encoding
schemes used to reduce bus crosstalk usually suffer from
extra power overheads. In fact, with the approaches men-
tioned, the bus architectures needed to be changed to
accommodate redundant signals, affecting bus performance,
area and power.
A great deal of research has been done on the thermal

analysis, thermal modelling and thermal aware optimisation
for VLSI interconnects. Ajami et al. [19] performed a
detailed analysis of the interconnect performance degra-
dation under non-uniform temperature profiles along the
length of the interconnects and studied the thermal gradient
effects on the optimal buffer insertion for the interconnects.
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A comprehensive analysis of how self-heating effects the
interconnect’s reliability is provided by Banerjee [6].
Chiang and Banerjee [20] first proposed the analytical
models to characterise the thermal effects due to Joule
heating in high performance Cu/low-k interconnects.
Shang [7] developed a thermal model for on-chip networks
and proposed a run-time thermal management scheme for
the network-on-chip. In other work, Ajami [21] proposed
a thermally dependent clock-routing methodology to
reduce the clock slew. Chakraborty [22] presented a
detailed analysis of the impact of temperature gradients
on the clock-tree and proposed thermal aware clock-tree
generation and an optimisation methodology. Cho [23]
proposed a thermal aware clock-tree optimisation algorithm
for a given zero skew clock-tree under simple thermal
profiles. Chakraborty [22] also presented a detailed analysis
of the impact of temperature gradients on the clock-tree and
proposed thermal aware clock-tree generation and an
optimisation methodology. Ajami took into account the
thermal effects of the on-chip interconnect in his analysis
of the power-supply voltage (IR) drop scaling [8].

3 Energy and thermal model for on-chip bus

In this section, we describe the energy model and thermal
model used, which are improved over previous works [20,
24–26] and used in our research to evaluate the effective-
ness of our encoding scheme.

3.1 Energy model for on-chip bus

As technology scales below 90 nm, cross-coupling effects
between wires have become significant and can no longer
be ignored. Sotiriadis and Chandrakasan [25] proposed an
elaborate bus energy model for deep submicron technology,
taking into account the coupling capacitances among the
bus lines. This model enabled the theoretical analysis of
the optimal power distribution for temperature reduction
as well as facilitated a quick estimation of the bus lines
power profile. In this model, a bus is assumed to be a
group of parallel lines driven by drivers and receivers.
The energy drawn from the power supply consists of two
parts: (1) the energy stored in the capacitances of the
repeaters and bus lines and (2) the energy transformed
into heat. We denote E as the total energy drawn from the
power supply by a bus line, and denote Eheat0 as the
energy transformed into heat by a bus line during a tran-
sition. On the basis of the model proposed by Sotiriadis
and Chandrakasan, we can calculate E and Eheat0 by the
following equations

E ¼ V f
i e

T
i C

t(V f
� V i) (1)

Eheat0 ¼ E � DEc (2)

where DEc is the difference of energy stored in the capaci-
tances after and before switching

DEc ¼
1

2
V f

i e
T
i C

tV f
�
1

2
V f

i e
T
i C

tV i (3)

Vf
i is the final voltage of wire i after switching, Vi

i is the
initial voltage of wire i before switching, V f and V i are
the voltage vectors of all the wires after switching and
before switching and ei represents a vector which has one
at the ith position and zeros at the other positions. In (1),
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Ct is a capacitance matrix
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where ci,i is the total capacitance between wire i and ground,
and it includes the capacitance of the driver and the recei-
ver; ci,j is the coupling capacitance between two wires i
and j.
As shown in Fig. 1, the current flowing through the inter-

connects occurs in both directions. The energy model
presented above only considers the heat (Eheat0) generated
when the bus line is charged. However, interconnect joule
heating causes the temperature to rise because of current
flow through the metal and happens regardless of the direc-
tion of the current flow. Therefore we improve the above
bus energy model by taking into account the heat generated
when a bus line is discharged. The energy transformed into
heat during bus line discharging can be defined as Eheat1

Eheat1 ¼ D ~Ec (5)

where D ~Ec ¼ ð�1=2Þ ~V
f

i e
T
i C

tV f
þ ð1=2Þ ~V

f

i e
T
i C

t ~V
i

is the
difference of the energy stored in capacitance before and
after the transition. Therefore the total energy dissipated
as heat on the drivers and bus lines can be estimated as
the summation of Eheat1 and Eheat0.
To estimate the interconnect temperature, it is necessary

to identify the heat dissipation on the bus lines. In practice,
long interconnects, such as system buses, are divided into
small segments; repeaters (inverters) are inserted in order
to minimise the propagation delay. The optimal length
(lopt) of interconnects at which the repeaters are inserted
and the optimal size of repeater (sopt) are given by [27]

lopt ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:7r0(c0 þ cp)

0:4rc

r
(6)

sopt ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
r0c

rc0

r
(7)

where r0, c0 and cp are the effective resistance, input capaci-
tance and output capacitance of the minimum-sized

Fig. 1 Current flows through the bus line in both directions

Charge current occurs when the bus line is charged and the discharge
current occurs when the bus line is discharged
592
inverter, respectively, and r and c are interconnect resist-
ance and capacitance per unit length.
As the total energy transformed into heat is determined,

we calculate the self-heating power in interconnects. The
average power transformed into heat is given as

I
2
avg(Rrepeater þ Rwire) ¼ Pheat ¼

Eheat1 þ Eheat0

T
(8)

where Iavg is the average current flowing through the inter-
connects, Rrepeater is the effective resistance of the repeater,
Rwire is the wire resistance, Pheat is the power dissipated as
heat and T is the period of bus transition from 1 to 0 and
from 0 to 1.
After the calculation of sopt and lopt using (6) and (7),

based on (8), we can calculate the power dissipated as
heat at interconnects (I2avgRwire) as

loptr(Eheat1 þ Eheat0)

(loptr þ ðr0=soptÞ)T
(9)

3.2 Thermal model for on-chip bus

Chiang et al. [20] first proposed a fast electro-thermal simu-
lation methodology to characterise the thermal effects due
to Joule heating in high-performance interconnects. This
analytical compact model is simple, efficient and validated
using finite element thermal simulation. The analytical
expressions provided in this model enable us to quickly esti-
mate the temperature profile along the bus lines and deter-
mine the optimal power distribution for temperature
reduction. In this model, a set of parallel lines is considered,
and the parallel thermal coupling between wires and the
temperature distribution along interconnects (due to via
effects) have been modelled [20]. Two assumptions have
been made in that model. First, the four sidewalls and top
surface of the chip, containing the interconnect area, are
assumed to be thermally isolated. The only heat dissipation
path is through the underlying layers, which is a valid
assumption [5]. Second, the variation of thermal conduc-
tivity along interconnects is ignored. Having these assump-
tions and the thermal-electrical analogy, a distributed
thermal circuit model can be developed. The equivalent
thermal RC network of 32-bit bus wires [26] is shown in
Fig. 2.
In the thermal RC network, a temperature difference

between two nodes corresponds to a voltage difference
and the heat transfer rate corresponds to current. Similar
to the Kirchoff’s current law, at every node, the total heat
flowing into a node should be zero. Therefore we have the
differential equations as follows [26].
For edge wires (the first bus line and the last bus line

among N-bit bus)

P1 ¼ C1 �
@T1
@t

þ
T1 � T0

R1

þ
T1 � T2
Rinter

(10)

PN ¼ CN �
@TN
@t

þ
TN � T0

RN

þ
TN � TN�1

Rinter

(11)

For other wires (1 , i , N)

Pi ¼ Ci �
@Ti
@t

þ
Ti � T0
Rinter

þ
(2Ti � Ti�1 � Tiþ1)

Rinter

(12)

where Ti is the temperature of the ith bus line, Pi is the
instantaneous power dissipated as heat on the ith bus line
and T0 is the substrate temperature. Ci is the thermal capaci-
tance per unit length. Ri is the thermal resistance per unit
length of wire along the heat transfer path downward. For
IET Comput. Digit. Tech., Vol. 1, No. 5, September 2007



Fig. 2 Thermal model for on-clip bus

a Geometry used for calculating Rspread and Rrect (space between any two wires is shared for heat dissipation [20])
b Equivalent thermal RC network for 32-bit bus [26]
Ri, the heat transfers downward as well as spreads laterally
[20]. Hence, we have Ri ¼ Rspreadþ Rrect, which can be
expanded as

Ri ¼
ln ((wi þ si)=wi)

2Kild

þ
tild � 0:5si
Kild(wi þ si)

(13)

where Kild is thermal conductivity of the dialects, Rspread and
Rrect are the thermal resistances per unit length of the total
cross sectional area through which heat conduction takes
place laterally and vertically as shown in Fig. 2a. The
lateral thermal resistance, Rinter, is used to account for the
parallel thermal coupling effect between wires [20].
For a metal wire with thickness H, width w and thermal

conductivity Km, according to Chiang’s model [20], heat
can flow through the vias within the range of ‘thermal
characteristic length’

L ¼
KmHtild
kild

1

s

� �� �1=2

from the vias (this is called via effect). s ¼ weffective/w.
Where weffective is the effective width of the dielectric
where heat conducts. In other words, the via effect
diminishes beyond thermal characteristic length. From the
previous section, the optimal length lopt of repeater is
determined. Based on the parameters from ITRS, the
distance between the vias is at least 10 times larger than
the thermal characteristic length for each technology
generation in this study. As we are investigating the peak
temperature along wires due to the joule heating, the via
effect has no impact on the temperature of the centre of
the wire.

3.3 Impact of technology scaling on the on-chip
bus temperature

Based on the energy model and thermal model described in
Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we perform on-chip bus thermal analy-
sis and study the impact of technology scaling on the
on-chip bus temperature.
Technology parameters in ITRS 2004 edition [28] are

used in our analysis and shown in Table 1. The values
of thermal conductivity of low-k materials are taken
from [29]. The interconnect capacitances are estimated
using the Berkeley prediction model [30]. Detailed instruc-
tion address bus traces are collected for two SPEC2000
benchmark programs using Simplescalar [31]. For each
benchmark program, 100 million instruction addresses
were generated. The energy consumption of each 10 k
cycle of each individual line is estimated using the
energy model in Section 3.1. The temperature rise on
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each wire is estimated by solving the equivalent thermal
RC network presented in Section 3.2. Note the assumption
that we made that the substrate temperature is 70 8C.
Fig. 3 shows how thermal impact increases with technol-
ogy scaling.

4 Thermal optimisation using bus encoding

In this section, we first present a theoretical analysis, which
shows that the peak temperature is minimised when the
switching activities spread evenly among all bus lines,
given that the total switching activities are fixed. Based
on the analysis, we present a simple thermal spreading
encoding scheme and its implementation.

Table 1: Technology and device parameters for various
technology nodes based on the ITRS 2004 edition

Parametre Technology nodes

Feature size, nm 90 65 45 32

Wire width, nm 205 145 102.5 70

Space, nm 205 145 102.5 70

Height of wire, nm 430.5 319 235.75 168

Height of ILD, nm 389.5 290 215.25 154

Effective dielectric

constant

3.3 2.7 2.3 2.3

Kild, W/m K 0.19 0.12 0.07 0.07

Clock, MHz 4171 9285 15 079 22 980

Supply voltage, V 1.2 1.1 1 0.9

Fig. 3 Thermal impact increases with the technology scaling
(peak temperature increase in wires as compared to substrate
temperature)
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4.1 Theoretical analysis of bus thermal
optimisation

To mitigate thermal effects over bus lines, a straightforward
approach is to reduce the overall switching activities on the
system bus. In this section, we approach this problem by
finding the optimal power consumption distribution
among the on-chip buses to achieve lowest peak tempera-
ture over the system bus.
In general, a system bus may consist of several segments

of parallel lines. A simple case of one segment of parallel
lines with two repeaters at its ends is examined here and
the results can be scaled to the entire bus.

Problem formulation: Given that the total power consump-
tion across N-bit bus lines, Ptotal, is only a function of time t
and Ptotal ¼

PN
i¼1Pi, where Pi is the power consumption on

bus wire i, find an optimal distribution of the power con-
sumption among the bus lines, so that the peak temperature
rise over all the bus lines is minimised.
The following lemma helps identify this optimal

distribution.

Lemma: The peak temperature among all bus lines is mini-
mised when the power consumption, Ptotal, is evenly distrib-
uted among all bus lines, that is, Pi ¼ Ptotal/N, for
1 � i � N.

Proof: Summing the power of all the bus lines using
(10)–(12) in Section 3.2, we obtain

XN
i¼1

Pi ¼ C �
@
PN

i¼1 Ti
@t

þ

PN
i¼1 Ti � T0 � N

R
(14)

Therefore we have

Ptotal ¼ C �
@Ttotal
@t

þ
Ttotal � T0 � N

R
(15)

where Ptotal ¼
PN

i¼1 Pi, Ttotal ¼
PN

i¼1 Ti, Ttotal is a function
of Ptotal and time t and is fixed at any instance given that
Ptotal is only a function of time t.
We first prove that the peak temperature across the bus is

at least Ttotal/N at any instance.
We prove this statement using ‘proof by contradiction’.

Assume that the peak temperature among all bus lines is
less than Ttotal/N, that is, Ti is less than Ttotal/N. So the
summation of the temperature value of all the bus lines

XN
i¼1

Ti ,
Ttotal
N

� �
� N ¼ Ttotal

which is a contradiction. Thus the minimum value of peak
temperature over the bus is at least Ttotal/N at any instance.
In other words, if the peak temperature is equal to Ttotal/

N, then the peak temperature is the minimum.
We then prove that only when the temperature of each

bus line Ti equals to Ttotal/N, the minimum peak tempera-
ture on the bus lines can be achieved.
We prove this statement using proof by contradiction.

Assuming that the lowest peak temperature can be obtained
even when there is a bus line i such that Ti is not equal to
Ttotal/N. Since the lowest peak temperature is Ttotal/N, Ti
should be less than Ttotal/N. Then,

PN
i¼1 Ti is less than

Ttotal, which is a contradiction.
Substituting Ti ¼ Ttotal/N in (10)–(12), we have

Pi ¼ Ptotal/N. Thus balancing the power consumption on
the bus lines minimises the peak temperature across all
bus lines. A
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The conclusion from the above analysis is that, given
fixed total switching activities on a bus, the peak tempera-
ture will be minimised when the switching activities
spread evenly among all bus lines.

4.2 Thermal spreading encoding method

On the basis of the analysis in Section 4.1, we propose an
efficient thermal spreading encoding scheme to reduce the
peak temperature among all bus lines. The encoding
scheme has the following advantages over previous low-
power encoding techniques: low-area overhead, low-power
overhead and low complexity.
Spreading coding distributes the switching activities

across all bus lines by using a very simple and effective
method with little overhead. The basic concept is to
migrate the switching activities among all bus lines by rotat-
ing the bus line position at a certain period. The implemen-
tation of the spreading encoding is very simple, which
consists of a shift register and an N � N crossbar logic (N
is the bus width). For example the encoder for a 32-bit
bus is shown in Fig. 4. The decoder is just a reverse
version of the encoder. To estimate overhead, we designed
and implemented the encoder in the TSMC 90 nm process
technology. The design is 4151 mm2 and the power con-
sumption is only 85.69 mW. To compare against low-power
bus encoding schemes, we also implemented one of the
most effective low-power encoding schemes T0CAC. The
encoder for T0CAC has a much larger area 9243 mm2 and
power consumption 41.10 mW. In terms of performance,
our spreading decoder is about three times faster than the
T0CAC encoder that operates at 1.4 GHz.
The spreading encoding can be combined with other low

power bus encoding techniques to have further temperature
reduction: first, the total switching activities are reduced via
low-power encoding and then the activities are distributed
among all the bus lines via spreading encoding. Fig. 5
shows one example of the complete block diagram of the
proposed address bus encoder. The first block is a simple
low-power bus encoder (for example T0 or bus-invert
code), which purely aims to reduce the switching activities
on the bus lines. The second block is used to distribute these
switching activities evenly among all the bus lines. Our
experimental results have shown that rotating the bus
every 400–1000 clock cycles evenly distributes the switch-
ing activities across the bus with far less ‘power overhead’
compared with the existing low-power bus coding tech-
niques, because these low-power bus coding techniques
require the encoder and decoder operate at the same

Fig. 5 Block diagram of the proposed address bus encoder

Fig. 4 Block diagram of spreading encoder
IET Comput. Digit. Tech., Vol. 1, No. 5, September 2007



frequency as the clock frequency, whereas our bus encoder
and decoder operate every 100 clock cycles.

4.3 Optimal rotation frequency for the spreading
coding

In the design of the spreading encoding and decoding, the
key parametre is the bus rotation frequency. The more
frequently rotation is performed, the more evenly switching
activities are distributed. However, the power overhead of
the bus encoder and decoder would also increase with the
increase of the rotation frequency since the encoder and
decoder work at a higher frequency. Another undesired
effect is that the total power of the bus may increase if we
choose very high bus rotation frequency.
We illustrate the second effect in Fig. 6. When the signal

value of the bus line Bi is rotated to the next bus line B(iþ1),
the switching activities of these two bus lines may increase
because of this rotation. As shown in Fig. 6a, the signal
values of these two bus lines are different from each
other. There would be no switching activities on these
two bus lines if the bus lines do not rotate; but if the rotation
is performed at the next cycle, the switching activities
would increase. On the other hand, the switching activities
might decrease because of the rotation, if the signal value of
bus line B(iþ1) before the rotation is the same as the value of
the bus line Bi at the next cycle, as shown in Fig. 6b. Table 2
summarises the possible cases of bus transactions and the
corresponding changes in switching activities due to the
bus rotation. In the first two columns, four different cases
of bus transactions are listed; the results of the change in
switching activities due to bus rotation are shown in the
third column. In this table, we assume that at clock cycle
n, the bus lines Bi and B(iþ1) transmit Ai(n) and Aiþ1(n),
respectively. Ai(nþ 1) and Aiþ1(nþ 1) are transmitted on
the bus lines Bi and B(iþ1) at clock cycle (nþ 1). Thus the
effective switching activities over the bus lines (when we
perform the rotation on the bus lines) might increase or
decrease because of these two effects. The dominant
effect of these two depends on the program behaviour.
Although we found in some cases that the power over the
bus could be reduced to a level less than that without the
bus rotation, the experiments on eight benchmarks show
the effective switching activities after the bus rotation

Fig. 6 Switching activities change due to the bus rotation

a If the bus line i and iþ 1 do not change, the bus line iþ 1’s switch-
ing activities increase due to the bus rotation
b Bus line i and iþ 1 change in the different directions, the bus line
iþ 1’s switching activities decrease due to the bus rotation
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monotonically decreases with the decrease of the bus
rotation frequency.
These two effects can be mitigated by choosing a lower

bus rotation frequency. However, with the decrease of the
bus rotation frequency, the switching activities migration
technique becomes less effective, and results in higher
peak temperature over the bus lines. The trade-off
between the power overhead and temperature reduction
has to be made. Therefore we have to perform the optimal
bus rotation frequency analysis. This optimal rotation fre-
quency must also be equally effective for all the bench-
marks. In this research, we use an optimal range of the
rotation frequency, instead of a single optimal value, to
balance the temperature reduction and the power overhead
across the benchmarks. We perform this analysis by
varying the rotation frequency over eight benchmarks.
In Fig. 7, we show the total switching activities and how

the peak temperature varies with the change of the bus
rotation frequency. The total power over the bus lines
decreases as the rotation frequency increases. When the
rotation frequency decreases to the value of 1/6000 clock
cycles, the switching activities migration technique
becomes less effective. When the rotation frequency
equals to 1/10 clock cycles, the total switching activities
increase to an unacceptable level, which results in both
less temperature reduction and high power overhead. In
this work, the optimal rotation frequency is defined as the
value where the total power overhead is less than 1.5%
and the peak temperature is less than 1.5% over the
minimum possible peak temperature value achieved by
rotating the bus lines. From Fig. 7, the optimal range of

Table 2: Bus switching activities change due to the
rotation

Four possible cases of bus transactions Switching

activities

change

Aiþ1(n) ¼¼ Aiþ1(nþ 1) Ai(nþ 1) ¼¼ Aiþ1(n) no change

Aiþ1(n) ¼¼ Aiþ1(nþ 1) Ai(nþ 1)! ¼ Aiþ1(n) increase

Aiþ1(n)! ¼ Aiþ1(nþ 1) Ai(nþ 1) ¼¼ Aiþ1(n) decrease

Aiþ1(n)! ¼ Aiþ1(nþ 1) Ai(nþ 1)! ¼ Aiþ1(n) no change

Fig. 7 Optimal frequency analysis is performed by varying the
bus rotation frequency

Switching activities over the bus lines increase with the increase of the
rotation frequency, while peak temperature increases when the rotation
frequency is too high (beyond 1/10 clock cycles) or too low (less than
1/6000 clock cycles)
(Please note: we do not show the power overhead of encoder and
decoder since the overhead, which is inversely proportion to the
rotation frequency, and the absolute value of that overhead is only a
small portion of the total bus power.)
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the rotation frequency can be obtained to be from 1/400
clock cycles to 1/1000 clock cycles. (Please note: we do
not show the power overhead of encoder and decoder in
Fig. 7, since that overhead is inversely proportional to the
rotation frequency and the overhead is only a small
portion of the total bus power). Similarly, the optimal bus
rotation frequency range for all the benchmarks can be
obtained and is shown in Table 3. We choose the optimal
range that overlaps the optimal values for all the bench-
marks. Thus the bus rotation frequency can be selected as
[1/800 clock cycles 1/400 clock cycles] to obtain optimal
performances of the spreading coding with the least
power overhead.

5 Experimental results

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed encoding
methods, we collect instruction address bus traces as well
as instruction bus traces using the Simplescalar [31] simu-
lator for eight SPEC 2000 benchmarks. In collecting these
traces, for each benchmark, we fast-forward the first 300
million–2 billion instructions and simulate the next 100
million instructions. The instruction address bus and the
instruction bus are assumed to be a set of parallel lines
driven by drivers and receivers. We demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of our spreading encoding and combined encoding
schemes on both the instruction address bus and the instruc-
tion bus.

5.1 Instruction address bus

First we show the normalised switching activities of all the
bus lines before and after the encoding for benchmark mesa
in Fig. 8. (the switching activities are normalised to the
maximum switching activities among all the address bus
lines). It shows that, before encoding, the instruction
address bus switches mainly on the least significant bits
(bit 4 switches most, because the instruction length is 64
bits and therefore instruction address increases by 8
bytes). After spreading encoding, the switching activities
are effectively distributed across all address bus lines.
The average power consumption on address bus lines

before encoding and after encoding for vpr, mcf and
mesa, are shown in Figs. 9–11, respectively. The results
show that, because the switching activities are spread
among the bus lines, after encoding the total power
consumption is quite evenly distributed among all bus
lines except the boundary lines. Although the two boundary
bus lines, line 1 and line 32, have approximately the same
switching activities as the middle ones, their coupling

Table 3: Optimal range of the bus rotation frequency
for eight benchmarks

Optimal bus rotation frequency range

Benchmarks Lower limit Upper limit

gzip 1/200 1/1000

vpr 1/400 1/1000

parser 1/400 1/1000

mesa 1/200 1/1000

ammp 1/200 1/800

vortex 1/400 1/1000

mcf 1/200 1/1000

equake 1/200 1/1000
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Fig. 10 Power distribution of address bus lines of mcf

a Average power of address bus before encoding, unit length m
b Average power of address bus after encoding, unit length m

Fig. 9 Power distribution of address bus lines of vpr

a Average power of address bus before encoding, unit length m
b Average power of address bus after encoding, unit length m

Fig. 8 Switching activities distribution of address bus lines

a Before encoding
b After encoding
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effects are much less than that of middle buses and it results
in less power dissipation on the boundary bus lines.
The effectiveness of our encoding in reducing the temp-

erature is demonstrated in Table 4 and Fig. 12. From
Table 4, it can be observed that the spread coding technique
will be quite effective in future technology nodes, when the
temperature rise due to self-heating becomes more pro-
nounced because of higher current density, more dominant
coupling effects and lower k materials. Consequently, at 45
and 32 nm technology nodes, the average peak temperature
is reduced ’68 and 88, respectively, using our technique
and even for the current 90 nm technology node, the temp-
erature decrease is 1.8 (which is not small considering that
the interconnect temperature is only 2.28 higher than the
substrate temperature of 708 in the unencoded case).
As shown in Fig. 12, temperature reduction of our spread-

ing coding technique is comparable with that of T0CAC,
which is a very effective low-power encoding scheme but
has much more overhead than our spreading coding. Since
our spreading encoding scheme introduced less than 1%
of the total power consumption overhead, combining this
technique with a less efficient and simpler low-power
encoding scheme, such as T0 coding, a further reduction
of the peak temperature can be achieved. Fig. 12 gives the
results of the our coding scheme combining T0 and our
spreading coding technique together.

5.2 Instruction bus

As shown in Fig. 8, the instruction address bus has regular
switching patterns, which can be exploited by the T0CAC
encoding scheme. In this section, we demonstrate that our
spreading scheme works for buses that have irregular

Fig. 11 Power distribution of address bus lines of mesa

a Average power of address bus before encoding, unit length m
b Average power of address bus after encoding, unit length m

Table 4: Peak temperature (C ) on instruction address
bus for gzip benchmark

Technology

nodes

Before

encoding

After

encoding

Temperature

reduction

32 nm 80.7 72.2 8.5

45 nm 78.3 71.8 6.5

65 nm 73.6 70.8 2.8

90 nm 72.2 70.4 1.8
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switching patterns as well, such as the instruction bus
itself. The average power consumption on instruction bus
lines before encoding and after encoding for vpr, mcf and
mesa are shown in Figs. 13–15, respectively. The results
show that, because the switching activities are spread
among the bus lines, after encoding the total power con-
sumption is quite evenly distributed among all bus lines
except the boundary lines.
In paper [32], we compare our spreading encoding

scheme with the simple low-power bus encoding scheme,
the bus-inversion coding scheme [10]. This simple low-
power encoding scheme achieves very little temperature
reduction, whereas our spreading scheme is still very effec-
tive. Although bus inverting saves the overall bus power, it
might increase the peak temperature due to the thermal
coupling effects (note that T0CAC is inefficient for instruc-
tion bus due to the irregular switching patterns). To further
demonstrate the effectiveness of our coding schemes, we
compare our approach against the LWC scheme with tran-
sition signalling [10]. The LWC approach is simple and
very effective in reducing the power with at least 30%
power saving reported [10]. We first explain this coding
technique, and we then compare it with our proposed
coding techniques.
The LWC scheme with transition signalling proposed by

Stan et al. is an extension to the simple bus-inverting
method. This approach can effectively reduce the peak
power consumption over the bus lines since it limits the
maximum number of transitions for each time frame. In
this scheme, transition signalling is referred to as

Fig. 13 Power distribution of instruction bus lines of vpr

a Average power of instruction bus before encoding, unit length m
b Average power of instruction bus after encoding unit length m

Fig. 12 Peak temperature reduction for low-power bus and
spreading encoding methods for 32 nm technology
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transmitting a 1 when signal switching occurs, and transmit-
ting a 0 when there is no change on that bus line. In
bus-invert encoding, additional bus lines are introduced to
reduce the bus transition activities at each clock cycle,
which Stan et al. refer to as coding in space. In addition
to bus-inverting coding, an extra bus transmission cycle
can be inserted to the bus transaction, which Stan et al.
refer to be coding in time. An example of the LWC
scheme is shown in Fig. 16. Assuming that the timing
frame is 4 clock cycles, we have 4-word packets from T0
to T3, and each word, D0–D3, is 4-bit wide. The coding
in space scheme (bus-inverting method) counts the
number of ones in each column of the bus lines, that is
one bit in each word. If the number of ones is greater than
4/2, then those bits in each word will be inverted and the
invert signal will be set to 1, that is D4 ¼ 1. Otherwise,
those bits will not be inverted and the invert signal will
be 0, that is D4 ¼ 0. Coding in time (row-wise encoding)
will count the number of ones in each row in every single
bus line. If the number of ones is greater than 4/2, then
the bit on that line from T0 to T3 will be inverted and an
inversion signal 1 will be inserted in the extra transfer
cycle, T4. Otherwise, these bits will not be inverted and a

Fig. 15 Power distribution of instruction bus lines of mesa

a Average power of instruction bus before encoding, unit length m
b Average power of instruction bus after encoding, unit length m

Fig. 14 Power distribution of instruction bus lines of mcf

a Average power of instruction bus before encoding, unit length m
b Average power of instruction bus after encoding, unit length m
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0 will be inserted in the extra transfer cycle, T4. In Stan’s
work, both coding in space and in time are employed.
Encoding in two-dimension requires two steps, first in
space and then in time, or vice-versa.
In this paper, we implement this LWC scheme with

encoding in space first and then in time. The time frame
is chosen to be 16 clock cycles, and the bus-invert coding
is used for each 16-bit width. As shown in Fig. 17, tempera-
ture reduction of our spreading coding technique can
achieve average five time temperature reduction over that
of the LWC with transition coding scheme. In addition,
we implement the combined coding schemes, performing
the low-power coding first and then the spreading coding.
Additional more than 10% temperature reduction over the
spreading coding is obtained across eight benchmarks.

6 Conclusions and future work

Integrated circuit (IC) designers have relied on technology
scaling to improve the performance and provide higher
integration density for last several decades. However, tech-
nology scaling results in higher clock rates and smaller
interconnect pitch leading to a continuous increase in the
temperature of the on-chip bus. The high temperature
affects both performance and reliability by increasing both

Fig. 16 Example of LWC with transition signalling encoding
method

a 4-word packet with 4-bit bus lines
b After coding in space
c After coding in space then in time

Fig. 17 Peak temperature reduction on the instruction bus for
low-power bus and spreading encoding methods for 32 nm
technology
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the interconnect delay and susceptibility of EM’s effects. In
this paper, we extend the existing bus energy model and the
interconnect thermal model first proposed by Sotiriadis and
Chandrakasan, and Chiang et al., respectively. On the basis
of these improved bus energy and thermal models, we
characterise the thermal impact due to self-heating of the
on-chip buses with SPEC2000 benchmarks. In this work,
we formulate an optimal power distribution problem opti-
mising for peak temperature minimisation. Then, on the
basis of theoretical analysis results, we propose an irredun-
dant bus encoding scheme which can spread the switching
activities among all bus lines and efficiently reduce the tran-
sient peak temperature of on-chip buses. The spreading
encoding scheme proposed is shown to be very efficient
and can be combined with existing low-power encoding
techniques to further reduce the bus temperature.
Compared with existing low-power bus coding techniques,
the proposed bus coding scheme is more effective with less
overhead. Experimental results demonstrate that our
schemes are superior to existing bus schemes, both for the
instruction bus and instruction address bus. The work
presented here is our first attempt to reduce the temperature
over the bus. Although we currently select the rotation
frequency statically based on the study of the benchmarks,
the methodology can be extended to dynamically select
the rotation frequency based on the current temperature
and the rotation frequency applied.
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